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Chelsea

This classic emblem of Unitarian Universalists everywhere is
especially rare and unique in this design. The Sterling Silver CHELSEA
pendant with its “Blue John” flame rising from the small Chalice base
is a bright, small 3/4-inch symbol suspended from the 16-inch Sterling
Silver box chain.

Black Beauty
Simple and bold, the hand-sawn Sterling Silver chalice stands in
contrast to the deep black onyx background. Surrounded by mirrorpolished Sterling Silver, it is then suspended from the heavy Sterling
Silver, silky-smooth chain with a unique attachment to complete this
Black Beauty.

As if made to be shown together, the Sterling Silver not only highlights
the deep colors of the stone, it brings out the lighter swirling colors in
creams, blues and dark browns. Each is different from the others just as
our own faith paths differ from each other

3/4-INCHES
LONG NOT
INCLUDING LOOP

Pendant with 16-inch chain
Earrings

Sterling Silver
$65
$120

3/4-inch diameter

Pendant with chain
Charm only

Classic Earrings

Sterling Silver
$80
$65

size: 5/8” dia.

Caroline

Beautifully colorful with an inlaid stone flame in one of our first and
favorite designs, Caroline’s Chalice is inlaid with a fiery opal set in 14K
gold or Sterling Silver. Select the smooth and silky Sterling Silver or 14K
Gold chain in 16-24 inches to wear with your pendant. Matching earrings
look wonderful in either post or drop-style. Caroline’s Chalice is also
stunning as a lapel pin or tie tac.

3/4-inch diameter

Pendant with your choice
of chain length up to 24 inches
Charm only
Earrings - dangle or post
Lapel Pin or Tie Tac

Sterling Silver

14K Gold & Opal

$75
$65
$130
$65

$200 + $8 per inch
$200
$400
$200

The beautiful Classic design but smaller, the Classic earring is approx. 5/8" in
diameter. The size adapts well to a lapel pin or tie tac as well as the swing-ona-wire earrings. Every one is crafted individually so you may select your
chalice flame from the deep blue sapphire, the regal red ruby, the verdant
green emerald or the rich purple amethyst set in either white or yellow 14K
gold. The warmth of the precious gold is the right complement to the elegant
flame that burns from the center of our all encompassing Unitarian
Universalist circles.

14K Yellow Gold

14K White Gold

Earrings

$300

$300

Lapel or Tie Tac

$150

$150

Classic Large
The Classic Chalice, our original and most admired design, with it’s
twin UU circles surrounding the 14K Gold chalice, has as it’s
centerpiece a genuine, natural gem of deep blue sapphire, garnet,
verdant green emerald or rich purple amethyst for the flame. Each
Classic Chalice is carefully made by hand in either 14K yellow gold
or 14K white gold, with or without the silky smooth 20-inch 14K
gold chain.
1 3/8-inches in diameter

This 1 3/8-inch pendant has become well known as an emblem of
our Unitarian Universalist faith and is worn with pride by many!
14K White Gold
Pendant only
$225
Pendant with 16-24 inch chain $225 plus $8 per inch
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14K Yellow Gold
$225
$225 plus $8 per inch

Dover

Classic Small
1-inch
Diameter

There is no mistaking your message with this substantial and weighty
Unitarian Universalist Chalice with its flame of English Blue John. A full
1 1/8-inches tall and nearly 1-inch wide the Sterling Silver Chalice is a
proud symbol of our UU faith. Its enduring and simple presentation is as
eternal as the White Cliffs of Dover for which it is named.

As beautiful as the Classic Chalice but a little smaller, the Small Classic
Chalice is approximately 1-inch in diameter. It’s versatile enough to wear as a
pendant or a lapel pin. The size adapts well to a tie tac or as either post- or
drop-style earrings. Every one is crafted individually so you may select your
chalice flame from the deep blue sapphire, the regal red ruby, the verdant green
emerald or the rich purple amethyst set in either white or yellow 14K gold.
14K Yellow or White Gold
$195
$195 + $8 per inch
$195

Pendant only
Pendant with 14K Gold chain
Lapel Pin or Tie Tac

The matching Sterling Silver chain comes in your choice of lengths from
16-inches to 24-inches

Echoes of Faith

Diana

Hindu

Beautiful, iridescent and colorful Roman Glass is the backdrop for the
Sterling Silver Chalice while more Sterling Silver surrounds it all in a
classic elegant design. Naturally, this 3/4-inch diameter Diana comes with
it’s own matching 18” Sterling Silver chain.

Native American
Islam
Jewish
Christian
Unitarian Universalist

Sterling Pendant w/18” chain

$125

Dao

size: 1” X 3/4”

Buddhist

With the flame and chalice carved deeply into the ring, this Large Dome
Ring is a perfectly made, simple, classic design with a comfortable feel
and fit. The tapered sides flow upwards to the ½-inch dome and
emphasize the burning chalice you wear so proudly to affirm your faith.
Choose either Sterling Silver or 14K Gold to wear anywhere and anytime.
Perfect, too, for a wedding or Commitment ring - its strong, solid design
symbolizes the strength of your love and faith.

Pendant with 4 mm leather cord in
your choice of length.
Pendant only

Sterling Silver
$95

14K Gold
$350

Dome Ring Small

The simple, classic design of the Chalice in the Small Dome Ring is
perfect for a smaller hand or small finger. Just as in the matching Large
Dome Ring, this uncomplicated affirmation of our Unitarian Universalist
faith is often used as a wedding or commitment ring. Smoothly crafted in
matte-finished Sterling Silver or 14K Gold the unembellished look is
flexible enough to make this an excellent wear-anytime UU ring, too. The
Ring 1/3-inches high sides of the Small Dome Ring widen upwards to the 1/3-inch dome for a
at top of dome
comfortable fit and an interesting look.
Sterling Silver
$75

Sterling Silver

14K Gold

$95
$85

NA
NA

Esther

For a smaller ring or for a smaller hand, consider the Small Dome Ring.

Ring sizes 6-12 whole & half sizes

Symbols of eight different religious traditions from which we
draw many of our teachings and principles...all beautifully
shown in raised detail on a Sterling Silver or 14K Gold
cylindrical pendant that revolves on the 4 mm braided leather
cord necklace. Behind each symbol the background is heavily
antiqued for emphasis on the symbols themselves. As each
symbol reveals the legacy from which we draw equally, do we
honor them all equally in a circle with none first and none last in
Echoes of Faith.

7/8" outside diameter, ½" wide

Dome Ring Large

½-INCH DOME

Sterling Silver Pendant with16” to 24” chain $95

1 1/8-INCHES TALL
1-INCH WIDE

7/8” x 7/8”

An ancient Jewish symbol and an ancient Hebrew name make this
very special Star of David, named for our Jewish-UU friend Esther, a
true representation of how our Unitarian Universalist beliefs are
supported by those sacred beliefs from nearly 6,000 years ago to the
current time. With the evolution of other faiths and beliefs, other
symbols were adopted but this one, the Star of David, has been
timeless in its meaning and appeal for the Jewish people and their
followers.
Oxidized Sterling Silver with an 18 Kt Yellow Gold Chalice held aloft
by the Star of David and suspended from an antiqued Sterling Silver
chain, 18-inches long.

Pendant with matching chain

Sterling Silver
$95

14k Gold
$225

Ring Whole & Half Sizes 4-9
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LaPaz
The stylized UU chalice and flame are carved and then slightly
oxidized to stand out against the background of the gently domed 3/4inch disk. Held in place by the slim 16” black leather cord or by a
smooth, flexible Sterling Silver chain (16" or 18"), this small, beautiful
pendant will remind you to continue searching for Peace and to spread
the message of Peace….La Paz.

Harmony

1” x 1.5mm thick

"…in HARMONY with the earth”
Named for one part of our Affirmation, the two 14K Gold or Sterling
Silver 1-inch circles surrounding the burning chalice draw your eye to
the symbol of the light we use on our faith journey. The smooth, flexible
18-inch chain is just right to carry this solid piece. Harmony is also
offered as post or drop earrings and as a lapel pin or tie tac. Wear it
proudly as a clear and simple statement of your UU faith.

Pendant with
16/18/20/24 heavy chain
Charm only
Earrings - dangle
Earring - post
Lapel pin or Tie Tac

Sterling Silver

14K Gold

$65
$50
$100
$100
$50

$150 plus $8 per inch
$150
$300
$300
$150

¾-inch diameter

Sterling Silver
$30
$40
$40
$65
$30

Charm only
Pendant with chain
Pendant with cord
Earrings – post or dangle
Lapel Pin or Tie Tac

14K Gold
$125
$125 plus $8 per inch
$150
$260
$125

Joy
Our Unitarian Univeralist chalice done in beautiful polished Sterling
Silver or in 14K Gold. Joy is a versatile and classic piece, simple and
appropriate for any occasion in any of the versions you choose. Newly
designed to show our signature chalice surrounded by the two circles
that show represent our inclusive and welcoming UU congregations. Its
7/8” size is suitable for the charm or pendant, either style of earring or
as a tie tac or lapel pin in Sterling Silver or 14K Gold in the charm,
7/8-inch diameter

Horizon

3/4-inches by
4mm thick

The Congregation of Horizon UU Church in Carrollton, Texas was the
inspiration for this classic chalice pendant. We have loved and supported
Horizon since 1987, only 2 years after it was begun, and have been loved
and supported in return by the many wonderful people there. So in their
honor, we named this piece Horizon.
Measuring 3/4-inches in diameter and 4mm thick this solid and weighty
piece is over seven grams of Sterling Silver or more than nine grams of
14Kt Yellow Gold! The matching chain for either pendant is silky-smooth
Sterling Silver or 14Kt Yellow Gold, 16-inches or 18-inches, that slides
through the back of the lozenge-shaped chalice.

Sterling Silver
$75

Pendant with 16” or 18” chain

Lapel Pin
Tic Tac
Earrings - Post or dangle
Charm only
Pendant with Chain 16”,18",20", or 24
14K Gold chain sold separately

Sterling Silver
$40
NA
$85
$40
$50

$125 plus $8 per inch

Legacy
In honor of our Legacy from the Universalist religion where our roots go
deeply into history, the traditional Christian cross is set into our Universalist
circle. Why is the cross off-center? Because Christianity is only one of the
religions from which we draw our faith and is deliberately not positioned as
the centerpiece. The Circle is the important feature, long used to represent
infinity from the earliest Egyptian civilizations. Together they are displayed
3/4-inch diameter simply in 3/4-inch Sterling Silver or 14K gold. Let this be your homage to
your own starting place and that of the early Universalists. *We gratefully
acknowledge Adele Madsen of Orange MA for this information.
Silver
$40
$30

Pendant with matching 18-inch chain
Charm only
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14K Gold
$125
$125
$265
$125
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14K Gold
$259
$115

Mandala

Mandala... from Sanskrit meaning circle, community,
connection. Spinning from an 18K gold chalice are symbols of
six religions on a sterling silver wheel, one inch in diameter.
A universal community of faith bound by shared commitment:
thought, speech, and action which engender wisdom, strength,
and compassion. You may choose the length of the leather cord
or sterling silver chain included with your pendant.

one inch diameter

Sterling Silver
$150
$160
$160

Lapel Pin
Pendant with cord 16”, 18”, 20”
Pendant with chain 16”, 18”, 20”

Marty

1 1/4 inches dia.

Light of Truth
size: 9/16" tall

Lapel Pin or Tie Tac
Post Earrings

Sterling
$25
$50

14k Gold
$65
$125

5/16" diameter
X 1.2 mm thick

size: 1 7/8” X 1”

Maia was one of seven daughters of Atlas and Pleione and was said to
be the most beautiful of them all. Zeus made her his mistress after he
had seen her beauty. Thus, this pin must be named in her honor.
So beautiful that it would be hard to overlook, Maia will enhance any
garment, a lapel, a sweater or a stole. The gracefully entwined Sterling
Silver that frames the mysterious, iridescent Roman Glass in the center
is antiqued as a counter-point to the bright 18K Yellow Gold Chalice in
the middle of it all. What an elegant combination of our Unitarian

Sterling w/18k Gold Pin

$175
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Sterling Silver

14k Gold

$125
$110

$350 + $8 per inch
$350

The versatile and simple Mini Chalice with the chalice pierced into Sterling
Silver or 18K Gold is the traditional symbol of our Unitarian Universalist
faith. Mini Chalice is the perfect size for a child’s dedication, for your
Coming of Age child or for you.
You’ll enjoy wearing this petite, handcrafted design suspended from the
delicate yet strong 16-inch box chain. Add post or dangle earrings in the
same design to complete your Unitarian Universalist declaration.

Pendant
with 16-inch box chain
Charm only
Earrings - dangle
Earrings – post

Natalie
Maia

The hands of the mentor are shown cradling the flame, protecting it and
keeping it alive - a metaphor for those who do the same for us and as an
inspiration to continue this caring tradition.
This special piece is available in 14K Yellow Gold or in Sterling Silver. A
16-24 inch chain is included with the Sterling Silver pendants while the
chain is sold separately for the 14K Yellow Gold pendants.

Pendant
w/ 16, 18, 20, or 24 “ chain
Charm only

Mini
Each small work of art is sculpted in exquisite detail to wear as post earrings,
a lapel pin or a tie tac; a grace note to your own look. The soft matte-finish
gives this Light of Truth a warm glow that will twinkle just a bit even in a low
light. Only 9/16-inches tall in either Sterling Silver or 14k Gold, this treasure
speaks of Unitarian Universalists search for the Light of Truth.

Honoring all of the Unitarian Universalist heroes whose gentle strength
has inspired us and furthered the principles of our faith; we dedicate this
piece to Marty.

Sterling Silver

18k Gold

$25
$20
$45
$45

$115
$45
$100
$95

The stylized open pendant we call ‘Natalie’, in 14K Yellow Gold or Sterling
Silver, features the symbolic Chalice with a droplet of Raspberry Garnet or Swiss
Blue Topaz as the flame dancing freely just above the cup to shimmer with each
breath and movement. The bezel setting for these deeply colored stones allows the
light to reflect and to glow from within and behind in a most colorful display.
Your choice of either stone with the sensuous 14K Gold or Sterling Silver silky
chain in lengths from 16-inches to 20-inches.

1-inch x 1-inch

Sterling Silver

14k Gold

$95

$195 plus $8 inch

NA
NA

$195
$195

$95

$195 plus $8 inch

Pendant w/matching chain
Swiss Blue Topaz 16”,18" or 20" chain

Pendant
Swiss Blue Topaz
Raspberry Garnet
Pendant w/matching chain
Raspberry Garnet 16”,18" or 20" chain
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Olympia

1”x 5/8”

Serenade

Pendant with 16”, 18” or 20” sterling chain
Lapel Pin or Tie Tac

Oval

5/8-inch
x 3/8-inch

Sterling Silver w/ 18K Gold
$135
$125

The steady flame of our faith that lights the way is seen in this unusually
shaped chalice. One side of the Oval has an elegant matte-finish and the
other is mirror-bright. The small but nicely substantial size (5/8-inch x 3/8inch) glides on a smooth and silky 18-inch Sterling Silver or 14K gold chain
or as the perfect size charm on a bracelet. Added sparkle from the mirrorbright side will catch the light when you wear these as drop earrings. The
tailored style is also favored as a lapel pin or tie tac.

Sterling Silver
$40
$30
$65
$65
$30
$30

Pendant with 16 or 18-inch chain
Charm only
Earrings - dangle
Earrings – post
Lapel Pin
Tie Tac

Rachel

Sing out! Serenade the world with your message! Wonderfully weighty in
both message and design, this impressive double-sided amulet with its tall
flame and bright shine is for the bold wearer!
In brilliant Sterling Silver... 2 1/2-inches high (including the top loop) and
1/2-inch wide...worn with a cord or chain from 16-inches to 30-inches long,
included with this very special piece.

Named after Olympia Brown, this pendant features an 18K gold flaming
chalice on a sterling silver cross, representing the flaming chalice of the
human spirit arising from what gave Olympia the strength to fight the good
fight and finish the race: God's love for all seen in Jesus' atonement. The
first ordained Universalist woman minister, Olympia Brown worked
ceaselessly for abolitionism, women's rights, sufferage for both African
American men and for all women, and the multitude of other social reforms.
We thank Rev Naomi King for both the design and description of this piece.

14k Gold
$95 plus $8 inch
$95
$190
$190
$95
$95

2 ½ inches high
x ½ inch wide

Sterling Silver
Pendant
$115
Chain Included
Available in 16-inch to 30-inch lengths

Simplicity
5/8-inch diameter
x 1.5 mm thick

Simple and understated but strong and deep in size and meaning; first
our UU circle to draw you in and then another to surround your bright
flame with love. Simplicity is both versatile and adaptable in Sterling
Silver or 14K gold. Wear your UU faith well as a pendant, lapel pin,
tie tac or as earrings in post or drop-style. The perfect size for nearly
everyone!

Pendant
with 16 or 18” chain
Charm only
Lapel Pin or Tie Tac
Earrings - Post or Dangle

Sterling Silver

14k Gold

$40
$30
$30
$60

$115+$8 per inch
$115
$115
$235

Song
The subtle colors in the flame of the fiery opal shine from the petite gold
chalice surrounding it. This classic UU symbol in either Sterling Silver or
18K yellow gold makes a quietly beautiful statement in a pendant, post
earrings or as a charm for your bracelet. A young Unitarian Universalist
friend in Rochester, MN inspired this design so of course, Rachel is named
in her honor.

A happy swingy song is what these flirty little ear dangles bring to mind.
Engraved back and front, the flaming chalice will be admired from every
angle. The pendant on a 16" sterling silver box chain is reversible, engraved
on a matte finish with a mirror-polish on the reverse. Approximately 1/2" tall
and ½" wide.

½-inch (not
including top loop)

Pendant with 16-inch chain
Charm only
Earrings – post

Sterling Silver

18k Gold

$65
$55
$110

$175
$110
$220
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Charm only
Pendant w/16” box chain
dangle earrings

Sterling Silver
$30
$35
$65
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14k Gold
$95
$175
$195

Tempo

Tranquility
Tranquility is the mood. Freshwater pearls accent this fluid design of
antiqued sterling silver lit by an 18K yellow gold flaming chalice.
Even the 18" sterling silver chain has been given an antiqued finish.

Expressive and intriguing…a stylized chalice design hand-carved
into a block of Sterling Silver or 14K gold and suspended from a
3mm black cord, 16-inch or 18-inch lengths including the clasp.
Tempo is suitable for both men and women and is especially popular
with our UU teens who love this unique look in Tempo with the
times!
One inch tall
x ¾-inches wide

1 1/8 INCHES

Pendant with black
cord-16-inch or 18-inch
Charm only

Sterling Silver

14k Gold

$65
$60

$265
$235

Sterling w/18K Gold Pendant w/chain

$200

Windsor
This wonderful British interpretation of our Unitarian Universalist
Chalice enclosed in an oval frame has the unusual Blue John stone for the
flame. The Sterling Silver Chalice and open frame is a delicate 5/8-inches
tall.

Tiny Masterpiece Ring

A beautiful, fiery opal glows as the flame of this Tiny Masterpiece
Ring to grace your hand with its eye-catching design. A petite 1/2inch by 1/4-inch oval in 18K yellow Gold is sculpted so that the
chalice and flame stand out from the reflective back giving the opal
even more luminescence and light.

5/8 INCHES

Sterling Silver Pendant with chain 16-inches to 20-inches

$75

½ inches by
1/4 inches

18K Gold
$200

Zayde

Ring Whole & Half Sizes 2 - 6

Zayde is the Yiddish word for grandfather and for so many people, their
Zayde was a real mensch, someone they hold in very high regard.

Traditional
1 -INCH
DIAMETER

3/4 INCHES

Our chalice design as seen in several other pieces but with something
different! A new 1” inch diameter with an open flame, on a 14K white or
yellow gold silky smooth chain!
Each piece is carefully made by hand, of course, with the double circles
of polished gold drawing your eye to the brushed gold chalice and the
bright golden flame. Behind the tall flame, your own clothing color peeks
through the flame. Simple, classic, Traditional.

Pendant only
Pendant w/matching
18-inch chain
Lapel Pin

With a favorite Zayde in mind, we designed a new piece featuring the Jewish
Star of David crafted in antiqued Sterling Silver over precious Roman Glass
with an 18 Kt Gold Chalice on top. This pendant is conservatively sized,
measuring 3/4-inches in diameter and comes with its own Sterling Silver 18inch chain.

Sterling Silver with 18K Gold Pendant with 18" chain

We’d love to hear your thoughts on how we are doing - the quality, the service,
the website, the catalogue. Please e-mail us at chaliceart@chaliceart.com and
let us know what you think!

14k Yellow Gold

14K White Gold

$165
$165 + $8 per inch

$165
$165 + $8 per inch

Sincerely,

$165

$165

Bruce and Carolyn Cameron
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$165
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